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Abstract
Attribution of natural disasters/collective misfortunes is a widely studied social science problem.
At present, most such studies rely on surveys or external signals such as voting outcomes. Typically,
these surveys are costly to conduct and often have
considerable turnaround time. In contrast, procuring social media data is vastly cheaper and can be
obtained at varying spatiotemporal granularity. In
this paper, we describe our recent work1 that looked
into the viability of estimating attributions through
social media discussions. To this end, (1) we focus on the 2019 Chennai water crisis, a major instance of recent environmental resource crisis; (2)
construct a substantial corpus of 72,098 YouTube
comments posted by 43,859 users on 623 videos
relevant to the crisis; (3) define a novel natural language processing task of attribution tie detection;
and (4) design a neural classifier that achieves a reasonable performance. We also release the first data
set on this novel task and important domain.

1

Introduction

Apportioning attribution for a collective misfortune is a critical research challenge previously studied in the political
science literature on retrospective voting (see, e.g., [Peffley,
1984; Ferejohn, 1986]) or psychological literature on attribution (see, e.g., [Shaver, 2012]). Most such studies either
relied on traditional surveys [Griffin et al., 2008], or external signals such as voting outcomes [Ferejohn, 1986]. In this
paper, we describe our recent work that leverages social media data and explores the viability of estimating attributions
through social media discussions.
Specifically, we focus on the 2019 Chennai water crisis and
design a neural classifier that takes a short social media text
as input and outputs a set (empty if no attribution exists) of
attribution factors (see, Table 1 for examples inputs and outputs). Water crisis is a pressing environmental challenge and
∗
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Attribution factor
Overpopulation
Climate change

Deforestation

Social media text
people need to stop having kids otherwise this lack of good
water problem will spread
coastline cities like mumbai and chennai is going to sink
under water after sea rise due to global warming while we
fight for water
plant trees dumb ass trees will hold water as well as soil
you have no trees at all that is why you have not water

Table 1: Examples of attribution ties in our data set.
grim forecasts indicate that nearly two-thirds of the world
population could be water stressed by 2025 [Seckler et al.,
1999]. India is in the forefront of the water-stressed zones and
the most-recent Chennai water crisis received widespread attention from scientists, environment activists and global media. We choose Youtube as our source of data because of it’s
widespread popularity in the Indian subcontinent [HindustanTimes, 2019] and global reach.
Benefits: We expect our research (and unique data set) will
open the gates for research in this important domain of nuanced analysis of crises through the lens of social media. Estimating attributions from social media data has the following benefits. Unlike traditional surveys, social media analyses are vastly cheaper, have faster turnaround time, can be
conducted at different spatiotemporal granularities, and aggregate a larger number of opinions than traditional surveys
can usually afford. For instance, the most-recent PEW survey2 focused on India was conducted in 2018 on only 2,521
users. In contrast, our data set (described later) consists of
comments from 43,859 users.
Challenges: While utilizing social media data to apportion
attributions has undeniable benefits, unstructured text data
presents a myriad of challenges that requires subtle understanding of language constructs. Consider the following example: ‘stop have 9 kids family’. While there is no surface
level text match with the term ‘population’, humans can still
infer that a growing population has been attributed as the possible cause from the semantic equivalence of population’ and
‘9 kids family’. As there can be many equivalent ways of
expressing attributions, a semantic understanding of the language is necessary for the task. However, that alone cannot
guarantee success. Consider another example: ‘can’t feed my
9 kids family’. In this example, we again see that the same
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phrase ‘9 kids family’ is present, yet the comment is not about
the water crisis. Hence, to correctly identify attribution, we
also need to understand the context in which an attribution is
mentioned.
Beyond the aforementioned challenges of this nuanced task
of attribution ties detection, specific to social media data in
the Indian subcontinent, we faced an additional challenge in
the form of spelling and grammar disfluencies observed in
non native English speakers. A detailed study of the problems
encountered in working with English as it is used in the Indian
subcontinent can be found in [Sarkar et al., 2020a].

2

Related Work

Our research draws inspiration from water research from
a broad range of communities that include food policy
research [Hanjra and Qureshi, 2010], earth science [Qin
et al., 2007], social science [Foltz, 2002], and water research [Schindler and Donahue, 2006; Narula et al., 2011;
von Medeazza, 2006] in a sense that we construct our list
of potential attribution factors for prominent lines of work
in these fields. Our work contrasts with [Oz and Bisgin,
2016], that formed different attribution hypotheses and then
accepted or rejected those hypotheses based on randomly
sampled data labelled by annotators, in our strong focus on
automated methods.
Methodologically, our work is closest to [Liang et al.,
2019] that sought to detect blame ties between entities and
a collective misfortune (the 2008 financial crisis) from wellformed texts in news articles. Our works differs in (1) its focus on unstructured text data from noisy social media with
a vast majority of non-native English speakers contributing
content; and (2) the lack of crisp entity boundaries.

3

Dataset

We use the publicly available YouTube API and search
YouTube using the following two queries: chennai water crisis; and india water crisis. We sort the results by relevance
and obtain a set V, consisting of 623 videos. The comments
from these videos make up our overall comment data set Dall
containing 72,098 comments posted by 43,859 users.
Due to the large linguistic diversity of India (22 languages
recognised by the constitution), we found that a significant portion of our data set consists of comments written in
other native languages. To filter out the English comments,
we use a recently proposed linguistic identification method
[Palakodety et al., 2020a] which has been used for document and token level language identification [KhudaBukhsh
et al., 2020] in similar multilingual settings [Palakodety et
al., 2020b; Palakodety et al., 2020c]. We filter out comments
made in other languages to obtain a filtered set D of 41,791
English comments.

3.1

Data Pruning

We first ground our work to relevant research from the urban planning, environmental science, political science and
water research communities [Schindler and Donahue, 2006;
Hanjra and Qureshi, 2010; Qin et al., 2007; Foltz, 2002;
Marshall, 2011; Rodell et al., 2009; Narula et al., 2011;

von Medeazza, 2006]. Considering existing literature covering major water crises across the world including India, we
construct a list of several factors scientific experts deem responsible for the water crisis. Next, we divide these factors in
a set of 20 broad categories listed in Table 2, denoted by F.
An additional category, religion, was provided by our annotators upon dataset inspection.
In order to confine our search space to discussions regarding water crisis and eliminate peripheral discussions on unrelated contemporaneous events (e.g., the 2019 India-Pakistan
conflict [Palakodety et al., 2020a]), we further refine our
dataset using an embedding based [Pennington et al., 2014]
similarity measure (details are presented in [Sarkar et al.,
2020b]). Filtering in this manner, we obtain our pruned data
set Dpruned consisting of 2,282 comments (9,004 sentences).
Our final dataset consists of 1,500 comments randomly sampled from Dpruned and 1,000 comments randomly sampled
from D. Upon human annotation, we obtain 24.03% comments from the randomly sampled set with at least one attribution. In contrast, 73.87% comments from Dpruned contains at least one attribution indicating the efficacy of our
pruning strategy. Our final data set consists of 8,222 sentences
(2,385 positives and 5,837 negatives).
Broad Category
Agriculture
Climate change
Corruption
Damming
Deforestation
Desalination
Government inaction
Groundwater exploitation
Human activity
Industrial development
Lack of awareness
Lack of infrastructure
Lack of harvesting
Loss of water bodies
Natural calamities
Overpopulation
Pollution
Public water wastage
Religion
Water Withdrawals
Urbanization

Sub-categories
agricultural use, water intensive irrigation, inefficient
irrigation, water intensive crops
climate change, global warming, weather
corruption, mismanagement
damming, impoundments
deforestation, nutrient loss in soil
desalination
government inaction, indifference of policy makers,
lack of proper funding
groundwater exploitation, strain on natural resources
human activity, water intensive protein rich diet, consumption by livestock
industrial development, petroleum industry, water intensive industries, oil sands development
lack of awareness, lack of study
lack of infrastructure, inefficient distribution system
lack of rainwater harvesting, lack of water preservation
loss of water bodies, loss of water tables
drought, flood
overpopulation, excessive demand, population shift
pollution, contamination, industrial waste water, industrial draining
public water wastage, excessive usage
religion, Hindu caste system, Islam
water withdrawals, irresponsible water pumping
urbanization, expansion of urban areas, land conversion, urban waste

Table 2: 21 broad categories of attribution factors.
Annotation: We use a two-step process to annotate our data
set. In the first step, the annotators ascertain whether a sentence contains an attribution. If it does, in the second step,
the attribution factor (factors) is (are) chosen from the factors
listed in table 2. Three annotators proficient in Hindi, English
and Bengali performed the annotation. A high Fleiss’ κ value
of 0.86 in the first step indicates a strong inter-rater agreement. We note that overpopulation, climate change, and public water wastage are the dominating attributed factors.

mean embedding of its constituent words, meanj∈|f | {e(wj )}
(Eq. 1).
We construct the probability function, Similarityfi (Eq. 3),
for a factor f and a word wi , by using the cosine similarity
(denoted as ci in Eq. 2) between E(f ) and e(wi ). The topical
similarity, Etopic (d) (Eq. 5) for the entire sentence d is represented as a linear combination of the contextual word embedding, e(wi ) weighted by individual Similarityfi . Finally,
we use 1 − ci as a loose measure of inverse cosine similarity
for constructing the probability function, Contextfi (see Eq. 4)
and similarly generate the non-topical contextual representation Econtext (d) (Eq. 6) for the sentence.

Figure 1: Model architecture.
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4.1

4.2

Task

Model Architecture

The model architecture is illustrated in Figure 1. Consider a
sentence-attribution pair hd, f i. For every word wi ∈ d where
i = 1, 2, . . . , n are the indices of each word in the sentence,
we define Similarityfi as a semantic similarity measure between word wi and attribute f . Similar to the attention mechanism proposed by [Bahdanau et al., 2015], we use cosine
similarity between the representations of the attribution factor
f and representations of wi from the language model (LM).
We then define Contextfi , which is formulated as an inversely correlated function of Similarityfi used to capture the
context in which f is mentioned in d. Our intuition here is that
words that are not used to represent a topic in a positively labeled sentence are used to capture its context. Applying this
intuition for a pair hd, f i, we first obtain the representations
of the words in the topic e(wj ) for wj ∈ f and the representation of the words in the sentence e(wi ) for wi ∈ d. The representation E(f ) for the attribution factor f is calculated as the

(1)

ci = Cosine(e(wi ), E(f ))

(2)

Similarityfi

(3)

= σ(α ∗ ci + β)

Contextfi = σ(α ∗ (1 − ci ) + β)
X
Similarity fi ∗ e(wi )
Etopic (d) =
i∈|d|
X
Econtext (d) =
Contextfi ∗ e(wi )

Model Specification

Our task in this paper boils down to detecting whether a sentence d from the sentence set D contains an attribution tie, and
if it does, what factors f from the factor set F does it hold responsible for the water crisis. The second part of our task is
modeled as a probability density estimation problem, where,
given a sentence/attribution pair hd, f i, we want to find the
probability with which f is attributed in the sentence d. This
distinguishes our task from standard multi-class classification
problems, as our formulation can be evaluated on attribution
factors that the model has not previously seen.
Due to paucity of annotated data, here we are dealing with
a small data problem. We thus use a pre-trained language
model, BERT [Devlin et al., 2018], leaving a few parameters
trainable to prevent overfitting. In order to cope with certain
quirks present in social media Indian English [Sarkar et al.,
2020a], we use BERTIndian , a BERT model fine-tuned on Indian English [Palakodety et al., 2020b].

E(f ) = meanj∈|f | {e(wj )}

(4)
(5)
(6)

i∈|d|

In Equations 3 and 4, α and β are the hyper-parameters
and σ(.) is the sigmoid function to scale the cosine similarities to [0, 1] range. The concatenation of the Etopic (d) and
Econtext (d) is used as the final representation of the hd, f i
pair:
E(d, f ) = [Etopic (d) : Econtext (d)]
(7)
The final representation, E(d, f ), is passed through a linear
layer with dropouts to model the attribution function A and
is trained with Binary Cross Entropy loss (BCELoss) using
binary labels. The linear layer, with learnable parameters W
and B, is defined as follows,
A(d, f ) = σ(W ∗ E(d, f ) + B)
(8)

4.3

Baselines

We consider the following baselines and models.
• Word embedding (MGloVe ): Our baseline is a similarity measure based on cosine similarity between idf (inverse
document frequency) weighed mean GloVe [Pennington et
al., 2014] embedding of the comment and the topics.
• Classification over BERT (Msimple
BERT ): This is a standard
linear layer classifier trained on mean BERT embedding of
the constituent words of a sentence and an attribution factor.
• Final architecture (Mfinal
BERT ): This is the model described in Figure 1.
• Switching to BERTIndian (Mfinal
BERTIndian ): This model is
identical to Mfinal
BERT with the sole difference that instead of
BERT, we use BERTIndian .

5

Results

We evaluate the performance of our models at two granularities – attribution detection and resolution. A successful detection amounts to correctly evaluating if an input sentence

government inaction

pollution

corruption

wow that is insane i feel so bad for the people of
flint how has the governor kept his job so many
people should be punished for this
the land is poisoned sitting around and wishing for
the magical government to fix it is what children do
either install water filtering stations like in arizona
or move
rick snyder is a corrupt lying sociopath cutting people off from bottles of clean water is just incredibly
cruel they need to vote him out of office

Table 3: Random sample of comments detected as positives
from our Flint data set.
government inaction

climate change
overpopulation

it would help if governments and presidencies listened less to lobbyists who have destroyed the natural world 20 times over and really invested in producing a cleaner environment
this will be the norm for many more cities if we
don’t start serious action on climate change...
cape town has seen a 70% plus rise in population
in recent times. there is your answer.

Table 4: Random sample of comments detected as positives
from our Cape Town data set.
contains an attribution or not. For an input sentence, a successful resolution amounts to predicting a set of factors that
have a non-zero overlap with the set of labelled factor(s).
final
Both Mfinal
BERTIndian and MBERT perform substantially
better than the baseline on both the detection and resolution
tasks (see, Table 5). We obtain a modest performance improvement at the resolution task when we use BERTIndian .
Table 6 lists a random sample of example sentences our
model correctly resolved. We notice that in the case of multiple attributions, our model could predict overpopulation and
deforestation, both factors successfully. Table 7 lists some
of the examples on which our model failed. One particular
example points to current language models’ well-established
limitation to handle negations [Kassner and Schütze, 2019].

6

public water wastage
deforestation
government inaction

overpopulation | deforestation | pollution

everyone forgot within 2 or 3 month later again forget
to save and waste water.
we cut trees to build flat malls multi stored buildings
discorperted i know where you are coming from but
do not blame the farmers i think it is more of a governmental problem but farmers should not be in the reap
where you sow
the basic reason is population for everything cause this
planet had a limit to hold people and to add more we
are doing deforestation polluting our rivers air pollution and wasting water. . .

Table 6: Examples that our classifier correctly resolved.
public water wastage | human the best way to save water is to stop consuming
activity
animal products so much of our precious water is
used for animal agriculture
government inaction | urban- urban people are the reason for water shortage
ization
overpopulation | no attribution it has nothing to do with population control
human activity | government otherwise all our development is a waste if the peoinaction
ple are being eliminated by carcinogens created
due our irresponsible administration

Table 7: Misclassified instances. Misclassified attribution factor is marked with red, ground truth is marked with blue.
generalizability across other water crises.
On an input sentence ‘this flu caused the water crisis’ and
an additional dummy attribution factor pandemic, our model
is able to predict pandemic with the highest probability.

Performance in the Wild

We now assess our model’s broad applicability in (1) detecting unseen attribution factor (2) in the wild detection. and (3)
Model
Mfinal
BERTIndian

Mfinal
BERT

Msimple
BERT

MGloVe

Metric
Precision
Recall
F1
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F1
Accuracy

Detection
75.88
81.99
78.81
87.34
66.92
92.58
77.68
86.42
74.52
83.05
78.55
88.07
38.30
86.95
53.18
57.62

Resolution
70.14
61.22
65.38
81.37
59.17
66.31
62.54
79.42
22.54
8.26
12.09
68.28
7.45
11.28
8.98
36.77

Table 5: Performance comparison of our models and baselines. For a given task and a performance measure, the best
model’s performance is highlighted in bold.

Figure 2: Distribution of number of comments detected by
Mfinal
BERTIndian model on 40k comments.
To obtain a big picture, we run our model on all 40K comments and found that public water wastage, overpopulation,
and government inaction are the three major factors detected
by our model. A human inspection of randomly sampled 200
comments aligns with the classifier predictions.
Finally, on two new data sets of 5,000 comments on the
Flint water crisis (obtained from 503 videos relevant to the
crisis) and the Cape Town water crisis (obtained from 237
videos relevant to the crisis), our model predicted government inaction, pollution (subsumes contamination according
to Table 2), and corruption as the dominant factors for the
Flint water crisis; and government inaction, climate change
and overpopulation as dominant factors for the Cape Town
water crisis. A human inspection of 200 randomly sampled
comments aligns with the classifier’s predictions.
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